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West Bengal State University
B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. ( Honours, Major, General) Examinations, 2011
PART- III
GEOGRAPHY-GENERAL
Paper -IV
[ Full Marks : 70

Duration : 3 Hours ]
The figures in the margin indicate full marks.
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CATEGORY-I

Answer any two questions within 300 words each.
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1.

Discuss the changes in the landuse pattern of non-agricultural land and its effects on
. environment.

2.

What is meant by urban morphology ? Describe the morphology of an urban
settlement with the help of Concentric. Zone theory.

3.

Discuss about the size and shape of Rural Settlement.

4.

Define land. Analyse the changing characteristics·of rural landuse.
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CATEGORY - II

��-II
Answer any three questions within 100 words each.
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5.
6.

Differentiate between dispersed and clustered settlements.
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Discuss the socio-economic attributes of land.
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7.

What do you understand by site and situation of settlements?
�����FIS�?

8.

Discuss briefly the factors responsible for the development of a town.
�'>f?f � ��

9.
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Differentiate between rural and urban settlements.
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CATEGORY - III
�� -III

Answer any four questions within 30 words each.
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Wha� is urban sprawl?
C�-MC"lrBl'i � <rWf ?

11.

Write the differences between Megalopolis and Metropolis.
·�'>fTtcm�' � ·�9i'tf�Pf'-1!1� 9fl�1

12.

M� I

Mention the significance of location in landuse.
� <M�IC� lbl<l"?tll-i� �� �?

13.
14.

Give examples of Recreation Town and Educational Town.
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What is Satellite township?
>JJl(.6<711�6 �9l f<is ?

15.

What is Commuters zone? How is it different from C.B.D. ?
� '5f�G'f· �? �
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16. · State the infant stage of. a city.
����Fl5�?
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GROUP - B

( Full Marks : 30 )
( "1�: �o)
CATEGORY-I

Answer any one question within 300 words.
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17.

Define Economic map. Briefly describe 1.hc nature and types of Economic map.

18.

Discuss the differences between aerial photo and topographical sheet.
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CATEGORY - II

Answer any

three

questions within 100 words each.
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19.

What is Cartogram? Discuss with examples.

20.

What do you understand by 'Electromagnetic spectrum'?

21.

What is Remote sensing? State the role of sensor.

22.

Classify satellites of India.

23.

Write the differences between pocket stereoscope and mirror stereoscope.
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CATEGORY - III

�9'° - III
Answer any four questions within 30 words each.

24.

What is Geo-stationary satellite?

fuf-e�
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.
25.

What is· meant by spatial resolution?

26.

What is Flight line?

27.

What is G.LS. ?

28.

What is photogramity?

29.

What is Pie-diagram?

30.

Define Accessibility map.
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